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WORK FROM HOME



up your standard desk set

add a pop of color to any work at home 

environment with these bright and 

colorful desk sets!  each set comes with 

a Pen Cup, Stapler, Tape Dispenser, Tray, 

and three writing instruments of your 

choice (pen or pencil). packaged in a 

colorful gift box and Available in a 

variety of color options to match your 

brand! 

WFH - DESK ESSENTIALS

W&P Hydropod

 add some greenery to your desk with 

this hydroponic set.

desk lamp with fan

This Desk Lamp and Fan combo is the 

essential 2 in 1 item that everyone needs 

at their desk.

brookyln tumbler

these 16.9 oz double wall stainless steel 

thermal tumblers feature copper vacuum 

insulation and come in a variety of 

colors.
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WFH - DESK ESSENTIALS

Microfiber Wrist Support and 

Screen Cleaner

stay comfortable and keep your screens 

clean with this handy 2-in-1.

5 Piece Faux Marble Desktop Set

class up your desk with this set that 

includes a pen cup, stapler, 

staples, hole punch, and note pad.

Hard Bound journal + PEn bundle

conference call notes fit beautifully in 

this brightly colored 5” x 7” hard cover 

journal and pen set.

rubberized ballpoint pen

your writing experience will be 

comfortable and smooth with this pen’s 

rubberized barrel and low lead refill.

Mobile Office Document Holder

Keep your important papers close at 

hand in this classic document holder.

13 oz stoneware mug

this trendy mug features matte color on 

the outside and gloss color inside.

includes a cork base.
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tech taco cable organizer

this cute organizational tool will help 

keep your cords and cables in order.

also makes a great mailer piece.

WFH - DESK ESSENTIALS

Extra Fancy Jumbo Cashews

handle work day munchies with 

three-quarters of a pound of great 

tasting, freshly roasted Jumbo Cashews!

Comes in navy or red gift box.

heather sticky book

stay organized with this handy book 

that features sticky notes and a pen.

padfolio + PEn set

this classy set comes with a 96-page 

notebook and brass hexagon pen.

Post-it® Custom Printed Notes 

Calendar Cubes

a new spin on a classic desk item, this 

post-it cube features a daily calendar.

desk assistant pen

this all in one Includes 10 Paper Clips, 2 

Binder Clips, a Pencil Sharpener, a phone 

stand and a Screen Cleaner On Clip.
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WFH -TECH ESSENTIALS

crumbee desktop vacuum

this tiny gadget Effortlessly sucks up 

crumbs and other desktop debris.

Wireless Charging Power Bank 

Stand & SpeakeR

 boasting up to 5 hours of playback time, 

this speaker/charger combo is perfect 

for conference & video calls.

Wireless Ergo Optical Mouse

this 2.4GHz wireless optical mouse  

includes a built in nano receiver

that receives signals up to 10M.

WOODGRAIN WIRELESS CHARGING 

MOUSE PAD WITH PHONE STAND

Charge Qi Enabled Devices Wirelessly and 

keep your phone close with this 

multi-functional mousepad.

5-PORT USB CHARGING TOWER

keep your work station powered up with 

this charging tower that supplies Power 

To Multiple USB Devices At Once.

WIRELESS EARBUDS WITH 

CHARGING BASE

these earbuds feature Bluetooth® 4.2 

Wireless Technology And a Built-In Mic 

With Volume Control.
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WFH -TECH ESSENTIALS

Desk Humidifier

this tiny humidifier mists to replenish 

moisture in dry areas and connects

directly to any USB port.

Desk Kit with Wireless Charging 

stay organized with this handy desk kit, 

includes a wireless charging pad, paper 

clips, sticky flags and sticky notes. 

LCD e-Writing & Drawing Tablet

take notes without wasting paper!

10 foot 3-in-1 Light Up CABLE

features USB type C tip, Micro tip and 

2-in-1 dual compatible adapter for both

Apple iOS and Android devices.

SLIDER WEBCAM COVER

Place Over any Webcam To Provide 

Privacy As Well As Protection For Camera 

Lens.

Wireless Charging journal

allows you to charge your smartphone 

without the cables.
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WFH - stay comfy

Unisex Sherpa 

Fleece Quarter-Zip Pullover

this super cozy sherpa pullover is a wfh 

essential! 8.9 oz., 100% polyester 

two-toned  Sherpa.

alternative apparel unisex 

jogger

these unisex joggers will keep you cozy 

all day. sturdy (yet soft) with a modern 

slim fit.

 District® Perfect Weight® 

Fleece Full-Zip Hoodie

stay warm with this Perfect fleece in our 

premium 8.26-ounce weight.

Alternative Dugout 3/4-Sleeve 

Vintage 50/50 Tee

Our iconic vintage-inspired baseball tee 

gets a fresh look with stylish details.

BELLA+CANVAS® Unisex Sponge 

Fleece Raglan Sweatshirt

the best wfh loungewear! features 

Raglan sleeves and a comfy retail fit.

BELLA+CANVAS® Unisex Triblend 

Short Sleeve Tee

a wfh home staple! 3.8-ounce, 50/25/25 

poly/Airlume combed and ring spun 

cotton/rayon.
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health & WELLNESS



hand sanitizer 

Due to unprecedented demand over the 

last few weeks, hand sanitizer 

availability is constantly changing. 

Please reach out directly to inquire about 

current stock availability and lead times. 

H&W - germ fighters

Phonesoap Shine® Phone 

Screen Cleaner

 Keep your devices looking brand new.

IPROTECT® ANTIBACTERIAL PEN

Guarantees 99.9% Protection Against 

Bacteria.

3 oz. Essential Oil Infused Bar 

Soap

wash away germs with relaxing scents.
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H&W - HOME GYM

EXERCISE BAND

stretch it out with this Stretchable Latex 

Material With EVA. 

Everlast Foam Roller and 

Sports Sling

Durable high density foam. Lightweight 

and portable.

COOLING TOWEL IN CARABINER CASE

cool down after any home workout 

with this cooling towel. Made Of Soft 

PVA Material With A Mesh-Like

 Construction. 

Premium Yoga Mat

Align your brand, align your body, align 

your life.

shaker bottle

shake things up with this colorful 

bottle. Screw On, Spill-Resistant Flip-Top 

Lid. BPA FREE. 21OZ.

STRENGTH RESISTANCE BAND SET

Includes 3 Exercise Bands,

Nylon Mesh Pouch With Clip And         

Drawstring Closure.
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H&W - HOME GYM

Handheld Massage Roller Ball

Recover from a tough workout with this 

Handheld Massager.

Moleskine® Passion Journal - 

Wellness

designed to grow into a permanent and 

uniquely customized record of your 

fitness, nutrition and wellness journey.

MINI PERSONAL MISTER

cool down quickly with this personal 

mister! features Ultra Fine Mist, Wrist 

Strap, and Never Needs Batteries. =

contigo ashland bottle

stay hydrated! 24 oz patented single 

wall [BPA-free] Eastman Tritan 

copolyester bottle.

SPORT WATCH/PEDOMETER

this silicone sport watch with plastic 

pedometer is a fun accessory to help you 

stay in shape.

Skullcandy Jib Plus Active 

Bluetooth Earbuds

 jam out to your favorite music during 

any workout with these earbuds! 

features over eight hours of

playback time.
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H&W - STAYING ZEN

USB ESSENTIAL OIL DIFFUSER SET

bring some zen to your desk!  Featuring a 

selection of our signature Essential Oil 

Zen Collection.

Essential Oil in 10mL Roller 

Bottle

Breathe easy and let our essential oils 

do the relaxing for you. 

Zen Essentials Set

the ultimate zen kit! includes bag , 

essential oil roller, essential oil infused 

soap, essential oil infused bath salts, 

and a 2 oz. screw-top essential oil 

infused candle. 

 5 oz. Scented Copper 

Rectangular Candle

beautiful rectangular scented candle 

with a sturdy hinged lid.

LARGE TEA TIN

This Large Tea Tin is an ideal gift to help 

anyone relax. Six teas of your choice in a 

customizable tin.
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social distancing



SD - GAME NIGHT

7-in-1 Desktop Game Set

family game night! checkers, chess, 

backgammon, 28 dominoes, cribbage 

board and pegs, a standard deck of 

cards, four dice, and an instruction 

booklet.

Wood Block Stacking Game

a classic and exciting tabletop game. 

Chocolate Elegance

curb game night munchies with this 

chocolate lover's dream come true!

4 Piece Coaster Game Set

Games included are Tic-Tac-Toe, 

Backgammon, Chess, and Chinese 

Checkers. 

Snack Cup Duo

Stay connected...no matter where you 

are with this snack cup duo. 

the party cup

Double Wall Construction For 

Insulation Of Hot or Cold Liquids. great 

for indoor pong games!
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SD - MOVIE NIGHT

plaid sherpa blanket

Super soft and cozy, a perfect luxurious 

comfort for any night in!

12 OZ STAINLESS STEEL CUP

wine anyone? 12 oz double wall 18/8 

stainless steel thermal tumbler with 

copper vacuum insulation.

FLANNEL PLAID PANT

movie night and pajamas go together like 

peanut butter and jelly! this Classic 

flannel goes fashion-forward.

Film Reel Tin

3 Regular Sized Candies - M&M's®, HER-

SHEY'S® Milk Chocolate Bar, Twizzlers® 

and Microwave Popcorn.

Portable LCD Projector

This portable projector connects to 

multiple devices for a "big screen" view 

of just about anything. 

movie night combo gift set

a perfect movie night gift! Includes 2 

CUPS,  Packet Of Microwave Popcorn And 

Gift Jelly Bean Package.
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SD - HOME CHEF 

Adjustable Full Length Apron 

with Pockets

This adjustable apron provides full 

length coverage while in the kitchen.

Bamboo 4-piece Kitchen Tool Set 

and Canister

Tools included are a rounded fork, 

single hole mixing spoon, turner spatula 

and spoon.

 Black Marble and Wood 

Cutting Board

This chic piece is the perfect addition to 

any home. 

COOKBOOK w/ CUSTOM BELLY BAND

try some new recipes while you’re stuck 

at home! variety of titles available.

ITALIAN SEASONING GIFT SET

Dried Oregano (.5 oz), Red Pepper Flakes 

(1.4 oz), Garlic Powder (2.2 oz)

COTTON CANVAS OVEN MITT

stay safe in the kitchen with this cotton 

canvas oven mitt. features Convenient 

Loop For Hanging.
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ANTI-Stress Coloring book

Let your creative sense flow as you color 

away on this anti-stress coloring 

book. This 48 page perforated staple 

bound book features 6 fun themes filled 

with beautiful artwork and motifs,

 waiting for you to make it a masterpiece.

SD - GET CREATIVE

12-PIECE COLORED PENCIL TIN

Pencil Colors Include Black, Blue, 

Brown, Green, Light Blue, Light Green, 

Maroon, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red and 

Yellow.

GLITTER PUTTY

Relax and play with creative pearlized 

putty!

COTTON COLORING TOTE BAG WITH 

CRAYONS

Create Your Custom Coloring Bag Design 

Or Choose From Our Stock Designs!
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THE FRONT LINE



TFL - SAY THANKS

 6 Can Lunch Cooler

  features a front zippered pocket, side 

mesh water bottle pocket, and zippered, 

PEVA lined main compartment. 

Gourmet Cookie Assortment

With over 150 bite-sized cookies in all, it 

is a great gift to say thank you to those 

on the front lines. 

IPROTECT® ANTIBACTERIAL PEN

Guarantees 99.9% Protection Against 

Bacteria

40OZ VENTURE BOTTLE

40 oz double wall 18/8 stainless steel 

thermal bottle with copper vacuum

insulation.

HEALTHY SNACK TUBE

filled with Poland Spring® Water (8 oz), 

Nature Valley® Oats & Honey Granola Bar 

(1.5 oz), and Kars® Energy Trail Mix (2 oz).

Deluxe 15" Computer Backpack

a stylish backpack that offers on trend 

looks with exceptional value.
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MAILER IDEAS



Mi - easy to mail

webcam cover with backer card

  Place Over Webcam To Provide Privacy As 

Well As Protection For Camera Lens.

mousepad with to do list

This mouse pad has 12 tear-away To-Do 

lists beneath a clear plastic cover.

mini notebooks

The notebooks you love with adorable 

proportions, Mini Notebooks were made 

with "on-the-go" in mind.

FULL COLOR CAN KOOLER

High-Quality Neoprene, collapsible 

insulator with customizable color 

stitching.

smartcloth cleaning cloth

This dual-sided Smart Cloth Premium 

Cleaning Cloth stands out from the rest 

while making your brand the main 

attraction. 

POPSOCKET WITH CUSTOM 

BACKER CARD

Take your brand messaging to the next 

level with a full color custom backer 

card.
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